A b s t rae t: Numerical techniques for temporal ordering of archaeological relics (seria tion) from data in similarity matrices are compared with the key species methodology of bio stratigraphers. Here the order of fossils in local sections is used to filter out irrelevant (? non temporal) information. Without an analogous filter, the stratigraphic arrangements produced by numerical seriation are likely to be less accurate. But seriation and sequencing algorithms applied in archaeology seem to have potential for extracting stratigraphic information from lineages and for analyzing geographic trends in fossil assemblages. 
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New Techniques for Stratigraphy?
Sequential ordering of relics, called seriation in archaeology, is a fundamental activity in the historical sciences. Knowledge of the sequence of events is as vital to the stratigrapher and paleontologist as it is to the historian and archaeologist. Historical reconstruction and genetic explanation of events and processes require at least a sequen tial, and desirably a temporal, framework. The historical materials of geology, rocks and fossil biota, differ in kind from the manuscripts of the historian and the artefacts of the archaeologist. Expectably, there are few techniques in common. Isotopic dating of ancient materials provides an instance of a technique applicable to materials from several historical sciences and its introduction has promoted good communication among workers from many disciplines. But such unified activity is still atypical of the historical sciences. Usually the differences in materials and historical milieu are such that procedures for ordering of materials in one science are inapplicable in another. Interdisciplinary communication thus tends to be low and an attendant risk is that techniques of one science are ignored by another, despite their potential utility. To this end I wish to discuss the possible utility in stratigraphy of numerical techniques applied
